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TechNow STEM Camp is open to
all Oklahoma students with
disabilities, ages 14-19 (i.e., on an
IEP, 504 Plan, or other
documented physical, mental, or
cognitive disabilities). Parents,
guardians, and siblings are
encouraged to support this
learning experience by helping if
needed, or wanted.  

*Participants must be able to
follow verbal instructions with
limited support

Learn to use computers, software, and related
technologies to design and create: Power
Racer Dragster – HT Racer – Full Color
Patches for caps, jackets, and pants –
Bracelet – T-Shirt – Mouse Pad – Pin Back
Buttons – And More! You will create all of this
using a computer, printer, and related
technologies! Most importantly, you will
develop technology skills that will last a
lifetime! 

Contact: 
Renee Sansom Briscoe -
RSansom@okdrs.gov 
OR tech-now@hotmail.com

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Z7Z6MWW
mailto:mailtoRSansom@okdrs.gov
mailto:tech-now@hotmail.com


Listed below are the text descriptions of the poster images. The poster images all have Alt Text descriptions.

The DRS Logo
A five-sided star with colored chevrons around the sides, with each chevron made up of
three shades of the colors dark blue, blue, green, red, and orange. The star is white and to
the right side are the words Oklahoma Rehabilitation Services.

The Tech-Now logo
The logo is comprised of the words TECH-Now Inc with TECH written in  a robotic-looking
font, the word Now written in a larger size, script-like font. The word Inc. is written in the
robotic font and is smaller than the word TECH. The outline of the logo is in the shape of
the state of Oklahoma and has multiple colors - green, blue, pink, purple, orange, and red.

The STEM Camp LOGO.
The logo is comprised of a green S, an orange T, a magenta E, and a blue M, and the word
camp in yellow letters at an angle across the right, bottom corner of the M.
The word technology in the color green.
The word design in the color orange.
The words product development in the color orange.
The word engineering in the color magenta.

The computers icon is a cartoon image of a laptop. Open with a check mark icon on the
screen. The laptop is blue and the screen of the laptop is yellow-orange

The screen printing icon is an image of a white t-shirt with different colors of pain splatter
behind it. The pain splatter colors are green, pink and yellow.

The bracelet icon is a cartoon image of two wrists and hands in the air. Each wrist is
wearing a bracelet.
The racecar icon is two racecars driving with two black and white checkered flags waving
above one of the cars. One car is yellow and the other car is purple.


